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The latest independent research document on Global Digital Logistics Consulting examine investment in Market It describes how companies deploying these technologies across various industry verticals ...

Digital Logistics Consulting Market May See a Big Move | Major Giants UPS, DHL Supply Chain, FedEx, C.H. Robinson
The global modular UPS market size is projected to grow from 3 7 billion in 2020 to 6 billion in 2025 at a CAGR of 10 during the forecast period The key factors driving the growth of the modular UPS ...

New Report: Global Modular Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) Market 2021 Size, Growth Analysis Report, Forecast to 2027
Zacks Equity Research discusses Air Freight and Cargo, including United Parcel Service, Inc. UPS, FedEx Corporation FDX, Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc. AAWW, Air Transport Services Group, Inc.

Zacks Industry Outlook Highlights: United Parcel Service, FedEx, Atlas Air Worldwide and Air Transport Services
Why can’t this be Atlanta’s time? If you think consumer tech, you think LA or New York. If you think deep tech, you think Boston and SF. Where is supply chain and logistics tech? Why can’t that be at ...

Atlanta sees 'mad-dash' for supply chain technology
Aptean, a global provider of mission-critical enterprise software solutions, announced the launch of new, integrated Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software for their Food and Beverage ...

Aptean Launches Integrated CRM for its Food and Beverage ERP Solutions
As we look to the future of UPS Supply Chain Solutions, we’re committed to working together to drive towards our vision of building true end-to-end supply chain offerings, which ultimately benefit our ...

Coyote Logistics CEO Sisler provides overview of company’s 15-year history and market trends
"Every time we continue with the take, make, waste model ... , we perpetuate the depletion and unsustainability of supply chains." ...

The Key to Supply Chain Resiliency Could be a Circular Approach
Global uninterrupted power supply (UPS) market is projected to reach $9.4 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.3% from 2020 to 2027. UPS provide emergency power protection connected loads during ...

Uninterrupted Power Supply Market is Expected to Exceed $9.4 Billion at 4.3% CAGR by 2027
With a rise in online shopping and a lengthening of supply chains to fulfil orders with products from the EU and beyond, consumers and businesses alike must consider the environmental cost of such ...

Agenda: Green principles must be brought to bear on supply chain
These disruptions have widespread impacts, including on apartment property managers. In apartment operations, the last thing you want is to have a vacant unit you can’t lease because you can’t replace ...

7 Supply Chain Disruptions—and Workarounds—for Apartment Managers
If you are involved in the Customs Audit product offering or planning to enter, then this study will provide you comprehensive outlook and consequential analysis of Customs Audit companies and ...

Customs Audit Market Likely to Enjoy Remarkable Growth by 2026
Transportation Insight report predicts tight conditions across small parcel, LTL, truckload, and ocean routes.

Freight capacity pinch will continue into 3rd and 4th quarters, 3PL forecasts
This new annual list highlights top tech executives who are redefining the role and driving game-changing innovation.

Forbes CEO Next 50: The Up-And-Coming Leaders Set To Revolutionize American Business
Private equity firms with a record $1.6 trillion in dry powder are leaning heavily on roll-up strategies as a way of avoiding high purchase prices for portfolio companies. Instead, they are buying ...

Firms turn to roll-ups to find instant growth
Supply chain ... solve supply chain challenges across water stewardship, circular economy, sustainable agriculture, and climate action. The partners help to fund and pilot start-ups in their ...

The Circular Supply Chain: A Push For Sustainability
Israel has long been regarded as one of the world’s start-up capitals after consistently producing a variety of highly successful businesses, many of which went on to achieve unicorn status.

3 Israeli start-ups poised to disrupt business-to-business sales industry
MSDUK has partnered with several CPG majors to launch the UK’s first accelerator programme to help 300 ethnic minority-owned businesses (EMBs) to become supply chain ready.

Accelerator launched to help ethnic minority startups in the UK build global connections
Digital transformation, strengthening of financial supervision, data security legislation… In this era, regulatory compliance tech companies are growing strongly in China. According to statistics, ...

Nanjing Oversubscription Digital Technology Co, Ltd.: When New Regulations Meet New Regtech Companies
Singapore, June 18, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - IMC Ventures ("IMC Ventures"), a Singapore-based venture capital firm focused on investments in the maritime and supply chain ... start-ups and IMCIG's ...
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